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1 Abstract
Nowadays, robust human detection is still a key challenge in the field of Computer Vision. Many people
detection systems are based on the use of color cameras. Yet, these cameras have problems when the scene is
poorly illuminated or when there are sudden lighting changes. This is why, the use of thermal-infrared cameras
seems to be an interesting alternative. Indeed, these cameras show a good performance in cold environments.
But they offer many troubles in warm scenarios. Under these adverse conditions, human temperature is similar
to the thermal readings of the remaining scene elements. This fact makes it hard to distinguish humans from
the environment. This PhD thesis develops and implements a robust multisensor [1] human detection system
based on fusing the information provided after segmenting infrared [2] and color videos. The final system has
been developed based on the INT3-Horus framework [3] recently created in our n&aIS research team [4].
The framework starts with an acquisition level which grabs frames from both cameras and synchronizes
their output. The features of the captured images are used to assign a confidence degree to each spectrum. The
confidence degree is the core element for the purpose of information fusion between infrared and visible spectra.
The mean illumination value of a color image is the base for establishing confidence in the color spectrum. On
the other hand, the mean illumination and the standard deviation of the image provide the necessary information
about its contrast in the infrared spectrum. Now, the actual confidence is updated in each couple of acquired
frames. So, if the scene changes its temperature, illumination, and so on, the fusion algorithm will adapt itself
to the new conditions. A scheme of how the confidence levels are assigned is shown in Figure 1.
The next level is segmentation of infrared and visible videos [5, 6]. A series of different human detection
algorithms have been implemented at this level, both for infrared and visible (color) spectra. The different
algorithms are compared among each other with the objective of choosing the most suitable on for human
detection at each spectrum for a given scenario and condition. The results of the selected color and infrared
algorithm are then used at fusion level. Fusion is based on a rule-based system which uses the confidence degree
assigned to each spectrum. The location of the humans detected by each segmentation approach is also used.
In accordance with the rules, the decision taken can be (1) to add humans to the final result, (2) to better adjust
the dimensions and the amount of detected humans by analyzing the results gotten by the other spectrum, or (3)
to ignore the current detection if the confidence degree assigned to the spectrum is not above a certain value.
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Figure 1: Confidence levels for color and infrared video fusion
Finally, a tracking level decides if the humans previously detected remain in the scene, although they have not
been detected in the current frame.
An outdoor environment was chosen for evaluation of the system. Twelve different sequences were recorded
under diverse atmospherical and illumination conditions. The sequences offer a varying complexity where a
different number of humans are present in diverse situations. These situations are that simple as a single human
walking on the scene, and that complex as multiple people walking together. The tests show a significant
improvement between the results achieved by human detection algorithms focused on a single spectrum and
those offered after information fusion. This improvement does not only occur in adverse conditions for each
spectrum, but also in situations where both spectra collaborate through reinforcing their results. It is confirmed
that the developed system shows an increased performance in terms of precision and F-score.
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